I think Mikethepsyhicwasveryeasy to talk to
is also right on "q" without you haven to
asked or tell alot before you can get answer if
and when I get a credit card Mikethepsyhic
would for surly have my time and money
because I know my money would be well
spent thank you very much.

4/7/200 1

kimberly porter

41612001

bdyshaper

4131200 1

ccarmag

I

i
Thanks for your insight and great advice
Caroline
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8131200j

True Visions28

was very accurate with my situation has a lot of
insight

712712001

Camelot Angel

thank you.
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1 011 712001

Member 5975I52

101101200 1

Member 5846002

81271200 1

Mia Lee

81271200 1

Mia t e e

81261200 1

drusilla

812612001

WhiteTara

812412 00 1

emme1 1

8/24/2001

earths angel

812412001

abbyll0459

81221200 1

Mady15967

Rating

Comments

Mike was GREAT!!! he told me everything I
needed to know quickly,WITHOUT ANY
PROMPTING!!He was accurate,incredibly
so,and just a pleasure to talk to.. 1 would
definitely choose him again!

f hank you Mike. He is gifted, warm and
wonderful to talk with. I will certainly keep in
touch!
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111212002

housesparrow

1/I
212002

Teeeee

1/9/2002

LadyRaven39

HE WAS FANTASTIC!! HE IS A
MUST CALL! HE BLEW ME
AWAY WITH WHAT HE SAW! I
HAVE MADE A NEW FRjEND
TODAY!!!!GIVE HIM A TRY!
HE WON'T DISAPPOINT YOU!

1/812002

Member 873122

Mike is the absolute best. There
have been so many times
where he has told me things
that I have never mentioned to
him, like the fact that I was
adopting and that they were
from Russia. I was always
skeptical of psychics, but since I
found Mike 4 years ago, 1
wouldn't go to anyone else.
MIKE IS THE REAL THING.

Mike was extemety well tuned
into my experiences and
thoughts and spirit guides and
gave me valuable guidance and
insight to my present situation
and future path. Mike I am
sending you much light, which
is divine love. Thank you. I
highly recommend calling Mike,
he is inspired.
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61612002

Zippy5051

5/21/2002

Wind Angel

WOW !! Grab a pen and get
ready ! Quick with the info and very
very accurate. Thanks !

511 512002

The Psychic Lovepuppy

I thought Mike was too the point
and accurate. He didn't sugar coat
things and said what he felt. I'd
recommend him to anyone and
plan on calling the future. John

511 312002

Member 72312-archived

511 312002

Member 74019-archived

511 312002

Takes hia27

511 212002

Member 84887-arch ived

313012002

Member 17109983-archived

Rating

YES IS WAS FRIENDLY. I FETL
PEACE. I WOULD LIKE THAT
EVERYTHING HE TOLD ME
CAME TRUE SOON. BUT THAT
IS IN HANDS OF GOD. BUT I
THANK HIM VERY MUCH FOR
HIS ADVICE.
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113012002

AngelMystry

Excellent psychic - can see the
higher realms, the positive and
negative forces, many issues at play
in your life. I would highly recommend
Mike - he's a great guy, too, you'll
enjoy your reading!

112512002

Member 461086-archived

We had a lot of interuptions that were
my family but I got a great feeling
from his quick knowledge of me & my
situation. Mike was very insiteful!
TTFN Sheri

1/23/2002

sunbaby58

112312002

My Lady 1 1

I loved my reading! Mike gave me so
many details (even that I was going
to get my hair cut!!) ...he is awesome!

1/23/2002

M y Lady 1 I

Awesome reading....picked up on my
situations right away! Mike is funny
and quick ....thanks!

111912002

SOULNAVIGATION

111712002

Mehtita

111 712002

housesparrow

a truly gifted psychic who you can

count on for honesty. He kept telling
me that he saw I would be getting a
cat, a fluffy cat.1 did not really
anticipate that I would because I live
in an apt but I remained open to the
message because sometimes we are
given things in a much differant
manner than we expect. Next nite on
a dark road I saw a cat lying in the
road, what caught my attention was
that the cat looked fluffy so I felt it
had just been hit by a car.1 felt it,it
was warm its heart was beating.1
HAD been given a cat, one that

needed me to save its life. Mike is
truly a messenger of truth. t could list
more that has come true but space is
limited here. 10 stars

21312002

Member 99866693-archived

21312002

Member 7960836

2/2/2002

Cathy926

Thanks Mike for the
accurate reading. You
were so caring and I
really needed that at
this time. I'd
recommend calling this
guy for sure.
Great confirmation!

